eMeter Cloud: Immediate results without the complexity

Gain the benefits of a smarter grid without purchasing and installing all the associated Technology on-premise. Utilities can access the complete functionality of the eMeter smart grid application platform hosted in a secure cloud environment.

With eMeter Cloud, the flexibility to fit your business needs is limitless. There are three distinct options when considering the cloud for your solution.

1. Full Stack – The entire eMeter application platform can be cloud hosted.
2. Hybrid Stack – On-premise EnergyIP platform applications can be augmented with cloud based EnergyIP applications (eg. eMeter MDM on premise with eMeter Cloud Analytics).
3. Single Stack – specific eMeter applications can be cloud hosted and interfaced with embedded third party & legacy on-premise systems (eg. eMeter Cloud Analytics).

eMeter Cloud enables:

- **Focus on your core business**
  eMeter Cloud will remove the burden of building & maintaining the complex technical layers so you can focus on driving business success.

- **Peace of mind**
  Be assured that your deployment will be always available, reliable, highly responsive, and fully secure for mission critical processes.

- **Drive immediate business case ROI**
  with decreased deployment times, no resource ramp up required, and without the large capital expense of an on-premise solution.

- **Simplify your budgeting**
  with a predictable meter per month operating expenditure.

**Cloud flexibility:**
Utilities can benefit from the flexibility of the eMeter cloud offering dependant on their desire for developing in-house expertise.

**eMeter can provide:**

- **IT infrastructure management** – The Cloud team will monitor & manage the cloud IT equipment, disk space, database performance and more.
- **Application operations** – For EnergyIP platform applications, the Cloud team will handle the system administration, monitor uptime, and verify file processing completeness.
- **Business process operations** – Use the Cloud team to review application exceptions that must be resolved by business decisions — such as manually estimating bills, locating and addressing meter problems and more.

**Utilities of any size can utilize eMeter Cloud.** This offering provides limitless room to grow. It allows utilities to leverage the flexibility and speed of cloud computing to quickly scale up as needed and to handle peak computing demand.

**Learn more about how eMeter Cloud, can help your utility realize expedited business benefits while minimizing capital expenditures for equipment and resources.**

“eMeter Cloud allows all utilities, large and small, instant access to the entire end-to-end grid application suite of best-in-class software from Siemens. Utilities can trust they will always have the most innovative technologies as the platform is open, allowing partners to build new applications.”

Mark Hormann, Global Product Business Development